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YOU’RE TRAVEL PROGRAMME: 
DATE DESTINATION ACCOMMODATION INCLUDINGS 

DAY 1 

 

Arrival Entebbe Transfer to Hotel 

Accommodation Kampala 

BB 

DAY 2 

 

Transfer to Queen  

Elizabeth National 

park 

 

Accommodation in Queen 

Elizabeth National Park 

 

FB 

DAY 3 

 

Activities , 

Early morning 

game drive, 

afternoon 

Boat cruise on 

kazinga channel  

 

Accommodation in Queen 

Elizabeth National Park 

 

 

 

 

FB 

DAY 4 

 

Transfer to Ishasha 

sector Looking for 

tree climbing lions 

Accommodation in Queen 

Elizabeth National Park  

FB 

DAY 5 

 

Transfer to Bwindi Accommodation in Bwindi 

Impenetrable National park 

FB 

DAY 6 

 

Track Gorillas Accommodation in Bwindi 

Impenetrable National park 

FB 

DAY 7 

 

Transfer back to 

Entebbe 

Accommodation in Entebbe FB 

DAY 8 

 

Depending on flight  

Departure might 

early morning do 

local crafts market 

in Entebbe and 

later fly out 

 

Entebbe 

 

BB 

Please Note  it’s possible to make 7 days if you fly early morning from Bwindi to Entebbe and 
that’s if your international flight is in the evening .However the schedule is already tight and 
exhausting .This I would recommend 9 days if the clients  can push to them .The Drive from 
Bwindi to Entebbe is 8-10 hours’ drive . 
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TOUR ARRANGEMENT:   

- Gorilla tracking Permit @                               $700USD per person per tracking/per day  

 
QUOTATION:  

 
In between medium – high end range accommodation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Optional upgrade 

Upmarket /luxury accommodation  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of 
people 
High 
end/luxury 
trip 

1 PAX 2 PAX 4 PAX 8 PAX 

Price per 
Head in USD  

USD 9,578   USD 7,993 USD 7,566 USD 7,566 

PRICE per  
Head in 
EUROS 

 
EURO  8,602 

 
EURO  7,179 

 
EURO 6,795 
 

 
EURO 6,795 
 

Number of 
people 
High 
end/luxury 
trip 

1 PAX 2 PAX 4 PAX 8 PAX 

Price per 
Head in USD  

USD 10,800  USD 9,788 USD 8,450 USD 8,450 

PRICE per  
Head in 
EUROS 

 
EURO 9,700 

 
EURO 8,791 

 
EURO 7,589 
 

 
EURO  7,589 
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Includes: 

- Transport in 4WD extended safari Land cruiser plus  fuel 
- All Meals /meals on enroute  

- complementary bottled drinking water 
- Full board accommodation as per itinerary 

- Park entrance fees. 
- Gorilla permit 
- Professional English-speaking driver/guide 
- All activities per itinerary plan 
- All park fees per itinerary plan  
- All Accommodations per itinerary plan 
- All meals per itinerary plan  
- All Taxes 
- Airport  pick up and drop off. 

 

Excludes:  

- All International and domestic flights  
- All optional activities  
- Personal expense (Laundry, Phone calls, bar/hard drink bills) 
- Visa &Personal Insurance  
- Tips and gratitude 
- Travel and medical insurance 
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Private Safari Itinerary 1 pax 

Day 1   

Arrival in Uganda transfer to your accommodation in Kampala. 

Day 2   

This morning after breakfast, your safari guide 

will meet you at your hotel and depart by road to 

Queen Elizabeth National park. The drive will take 

approximately 6-7 hrs depending on our interest 

along the way. We will stop at the equator for 

pictures and then continue to Mbarara for lunch. 

Queen Elizabeth National Park covers 1,978 sq 

km and lies north and south of the equator in 

southwestern Uganda. From open savannah to rainforest, from dense papyrus 

swamps and brooding crater lakes to the vastness of Lake Edward. 

It’s a little wonder that Queen Elizabeth boasts one of the highest bio diversity 

ratings of any game park or reserve in the world, - from the open Savannah to 

Rain Forest, dense Papyrus Swamps and brooding Crater lakes to the vastness 

of Lake Edward.  

Almost 100 mammal species that include Lions, Hippos, Buffaloes, Leopard, 

Spotted Hyena, Elephants ,Uganda kob and the elusive Giant Forest Hog plus 

remarkable 606 bird species that include the Black Chested Eagle, the Swallow 

Tailed Bee Eaters,  Verreaux’s eagle owl and African skimmer to name but a 

few. kob all regularly sighted around the tourist village on the Mweya 

Peninsula - which also boasts also boasts a marvelous waterfront setting in the 

shadow of the Rwenzori Mountains. 

 Overnight at your choice of accommodation in queen Elizabeth National 

park. . (Luxury/high end/medium class of accommodation. 

 Day3   
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This morning starts with a game drive to the Kasenyi Area to look for lion 

prides and other wildlife. Uganda kobs mate around this area and this gives 

you a chance to see their breeding behaviors. Many animals will cross your 

paths, elephants, antelopes and with a bit of luck also lions or hyenas. 

Head back to the lodge for lunch and later in the afternoon embark one of the 

boats for a boat trip launch on kazinga channel. This will allow you to 

experience wildlife up close where hippos huff and spray mere feet away, 

buffalo linger in the shallows and a tremendous variety of birds grace the 

grasses on the river’s edge. Amongst those you will see are the malachite and 

pied kingfishers, great white and pink-backed pelicans and the open-billed 

stork. With some luck you will even spot elephants on the river banks coming 

for a drink and a bath. We return to the lodge for dinner.  

 

Spend the evening at the lodge; enjoy the beautiful sceneries surrounding your 

accommodation.  

Overnight at your choice of accommodation in queen Elizabeth National 

park. . (Luxury/high end/medium class of accommodation. 

 

Day 4   

 Early in the morning at around 8am you will embark another game drive 

beneath the vast skies of Ishasha wilderness in the far south and also in this 

part of the park is well known for tree-climbing lions. After the morning 

adventure you will reach Ishasha between 12pm-1pm, check in, have lunch 

and then you will relax and enjoy the beautiful scenery at the camp, have a 

walk. 

Later on in the evening you will have a quiet and relaxing dinner 

Overnight at your choice of accommodation in queen Elizabeth National 

park. . (Luxury/high end/medium class of accommodation. 
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Day 5  

 Bwindi impenetrable Forest National park. 

 

After your hearty breakfast, we will exit the park at around and  depart by road 

to Bwindi  Impenetrable Forest National Park which situated in South western 

Uganda ,The park is  a hilly country side with remnant lowland forest.. It is 

most famous for gorilla tracking but there also hiking trails where you can see 

a variety of birds and primates.Bwindi and also provides refugee to elephants, 

monkeys and various small antelopes. Bwindi Impenetrable Forest National 

park. The drive will take approximately 3-6 hrs depending on your interest 

along the way. 

Bwindi Impenetrable Forest is a jungle of 331 square kilo metres containing 

both montane and lowland forest only accessible on foot. It has 120 species of 

mammals  and about 12 groups of habituated Gorilla families 8 tourists 

booked per group per day .Bwindi Impenetrable Forest National park has three 

parts  the northern part which is known  as Buhooma in Kanungu District, the 

southern part  known as Rubuguri in Kisoro Disitrict  and Eastern part known 

as Ruhija  in Kabale District. 
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 Overnight at your choice of accommodation in Bwindi Impenetrable 

Park. (Luxury/high end/medium class of accommodation. 

 

 Day 6 

 

 

This morning starts with tracking the mountain gorillas that takes two to eight 

hours depending on the location of the group. The adventure requires a 

reasonable level of fitness since the forest comprises of dense tangled 

vegetation draped over the mountainous landscape of deeply fissured valleys 

and steep ridges. 

Please note after noon activity is optional depending on the side you 

track, time you might be back from tracking and how tired one feels 

after tracking. 

Head back to the lodge/hotel for lunch and later in the afternoon embark  

community walks provides an insight into the lives of Bakiga and Batwa 

(pygmy)people living beside the forest. Bwindi hills are inhabited by Bakiga 

hard working farmers who have created the regions emblematic land scape of  

steeply terraced hills. Batwa pygyms inhabit the margins of Bwindi and 

Mgahinga forests and offer exciting tours to glimpse life through their eyes 
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when they lived in forest. 

OR 

We return to the lodge/hotel for dinner.  

If you are tired from the morning adventure you can  spend the afternoon at 

the lodge/hotel , if it has a swimming pool you can enjoy the pool  relax and 

enjoy  the beautiful scenary.later on have dinner at the lodge /hotel. 

Overnight at your choice of accommodation in Bwindi Impenetrable 

park. (Luxury/high end/medium class of accommodation 

 

Day 7 

After your hearty breakfast, we will exit the park  

Depart by road to Entebbe and the drive will take 8-10 hours’ drive. 

Overnight in Boma Hotel Entebbe. 

 

 

 

Day 8 

Activities will be planned according to flight departure 
Since most flights depart late in the night you will have a day room at Boma 

hotel till you check out. 
 

End of safari 
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